
Our Country Risk API and Industry Risk 
API allow clients to integrate our Country 
Risk Data and Industry Risk Dataset with 
procurement platforms, supply chain risk 
management tools and investment strategies 
across multiple asset classes, as well as 
in-house systems to automate workflows, 
simplify risk assessment and identify risk in 
your investments.
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Our APIs have been developed to provide you with a  
simple and easy solution, allowing data sharing and  
integration from our Global Risk Dashboard (GRiD) into 
your systems and tools.

Key features: 
Country Risk API:

Access our Country Risk Data, covering 
190+ ESG issues for 198 countries, 35% of 
issues measured to subnational levels

Bulk Scoring service:

    Scores sites with location coordinates
    Enables you to score thousands of sites  
    to access indices on a granular level
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Industry Risk API:

Site Scoring service:
    Interrogate our subnational Country Risk 
    Data sector-by-sector
    Score sites with either country codes or 
    location coordinates
    Built to scale so you can score thousands 
    of sites at a time

Integrating with us is easy...

Using our APIs, you can: 

   Integrate our data directly into the platform of your choice via our  
        fully hosted RESTful API

   Allow non-technical users to shape API integrations by using our          
        GRiD interface to make changes that are then reflected in our APIs

   Access our latest data with full automation

   Upload locations directly into GRiD using lat/          
        long, postcodes or city names to analyse site  
        specific risk data

API
solutions
Automate your risk analysis  
and risk management applications

Access our Industry Risk Dataset, covering 
51 ESG issues and 80 industries for 198 
countries, 72% of issues measured to 
subnational levels
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Why use our APIs?

Verisk Maplecroft / API solutions

Learn more 
For more information on how about how you can use our API solutions to get more value from our data, 
please contact info@maplecroft.com

About Verisk Maplecroft
Verisk Maplecroft is a leader in global risk and resilience analytics and advisory. Through a 
unique combination of proprietary risk data, predictive analytics and expert insight, our mission 
is to help multinational organisations navigate the complexities of an increasingly dynamic and 
interconnected risk landscape. We are part of Verisk, a leading specialist data analytics and 
insights provider.

Verisk Maplecroft is a Verisk businessmaplecroft.com

How does it work?

Connect with the world’s 
most powerful global  
risk data 

As a technical user, you can use our APIs to push 
our risk data to your systems and pull site data from 
your systems

As a non-technical user, you can use GRiD as an 
interface to define the data (including indices, 
groupings, weightings etc.) you want the API to 
extract

API

Our data Your systems

GRiD

Integrate world-leading 
risk data with your own 
models

Accelerate internal 
processes through 
automation

Communicate risk  
more effectively across 
your organisation

Save time and reduce 
manual effort

Reveal new insight to 
make better, data-led 
decisions 
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